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As a father I felt compelled to warn parents that app driven connected products such as smartphones
contain intrusive installed (“pre-installed/install-by-update”) technology (apps, widgets, emojis, etc.)
that enables numerous third-parties (multinational corporations) to collect and use personal and
professional surveillance and sensitive user data for financial gain.
Don’t take my word for it, T-Mobile admits this fact (“T-Mobile Admission”):
“We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that when you
activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are
indeed a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November
6th, 2015/FCC Consumer Complaint #423849/filed by Rex M. Lee Public Record).
App driven connected product include smartphones, tablets, PCs, toys, vehicles, TVs, wearable tech, and
other connected products. As a society we have been conditioned to worry about “Big Brother” and/or
government surveillance.
However who is keeping tabs on “Step Big Brother” and/or Corporate Surveillance conducted by
companies such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Samsung, AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and
Sprint?
Installed technology includes apps, widgets, and other content. Installed technology by the most part
cannot be uninstalled, controlled, nor disabled by the product owner and/or product user.
As adults we should be highly concerned for our privacy as well as be concerned for the privacy of our
children. Many parents do not understand how app driven connected technology works nor do they
understand the terms of use that govern app driven technology.
Parents need to understand that the terms of Use includes terms and conditions (“T&Cs”), privacy
policies, end user licensing agreements (“EULAs”), installed application permission statements, installed
application product warnings, and installed interactive application permission command strings
(pending OS).
Installed app permissions are hidden in the actual device within setting or an app manager pending the
OS (android, Apple iOS, Windows 10) of your smartphone.
Figure 1- Hidden android (Google) Application Permission Statements that are not Transparent to the
Product Owner and/or Product User.
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App driven connected product terms of use is written in an “exploitive and/or predatory” manner that
enables many third-parties to use installed predatory, surveillance, control, and intrusive syncing
technology to collect and use surveillance and sensitive user data produced by the use of the app driven
connected device.
Smart Products or Corporate Surveillance & Data Mining Tools?
Many parents and adults in general are unaware that app driven connected products are not actually
“Smart Products” but are “Corporate Surveillance & Data Mining Tools” used by numerous third-parties
to collect and use surveillance and sensitive user data acquired from app driven connected products and
services.
Figure 2- Smartphones are really “Corporate Surveillance Tools” that Contain Intrusive & Predatory
Technology
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Due to what I believe are deceptive trade practices (hidden installed app permissions, etc.), connected
product providers such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft are enabled to lawfully exploit personal and
professional surveillance data plus sensitive user data for financial gain at the expense of the connected
product user’s privacy.
Indiscriminate Surveillance and Data Acquisition (Data Mining) Business Practices
It is important to understand that connected product providers employ indiscriminate surveillance and
data acquisition business practices via intrusive installed and uncontrollable technology which include
apps, widgets, & other content.
Due to the covert and uncontrollable aspects of installed technology, users are by the most part are
unknowingly participating in a highly exploitive surveillance and data mining business model.
In addition, companies such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft plus their respective business partners
(installed content developers) do not care if they data mine users who are elected officials, business
professionals, govt. employees, military personnel, law enforcement personnel, citizens, or children
under the age of 18.
Foreign Entities and/or Business Partners Enabled to Monitor, Track, and Data Mine Users
Anyone who uses a connected product is giving up a lot of surveillance and sensitive user data to
numerous third-parties that also include the business partners of companies such as Google, Apple, &
Microsoft the OS developers. I believe business partners pay the OS developers (Google, Apple, &
Microsoft) a lot of money to become partners and/or installed content developers.
Business partners include companies and/or entities from around the globe. For example, I authored a
Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone Terms of Use and Application Analysis and identified 18 multinational
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entities that were responsible for the development of the installed content. One in particular was
BAIDU a company from China.
Figure 3- Google, BAIDU, & Facebook Business Partnerships Enables Companies such as BAIDU Access to
Surveillance Data Such as Location Services:

This means that Google is enabling their partners from around the globe to monitor, track and data
mine U.S. citizens (including children) via their cellular telephones and mobile computers we call
smartphones.
The fact that entities from around the globe can monitor, track, and data mine connected product users
is highly concerning for the average citizen and especially parents of children who use intrusive app
driven technology.
I believe the average citizen would not want to be data mined by a third-party much less third-parties
from around the globe.
To make my point, no citizen I know would:


Enable any third-party to wiretap their home or office phone.



Enable any third-party to conduct surveillance on them via their vehicle and/or cellular
telephone.



Enable any third-party to data mine and/or hack sensitive user data from any PC weather that
be a mobile device such as smartphone, lap top, or a tablet PC.



Enable any third-party to monitor, track, and data mine their children under the age of 18.
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Figure 4- Pokémon Go Predatory Application Permission Statements

“Would you allow strangers to control your child’s camera and microphone while being able to track
your child’s location?”
Of course no parent would knowingly allow a third-party to control the camera and microphone on a
child’s connected product.
However, parents, the FTC, FCC, and other consumer advocates need to understand that installed app
permissions are not published in the product terms of use but are hidden in the actual device within the
OS.
Figure 5- More Hidden Application Permission Statements (Surveillance Data):
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Until I did the Samsung Galaxy Note analysis, I was not aware of how the products worked nor was I
aware of how the app driven connected product business model worked. I was also not aware of how
the terms of use is applied to the product user.
Consumer & Child Exploitation via Telecom Products and Services that Require Payment to Participate
From my research & analysis, telecom providers (AT&T, Verizon, etc.) have exposed their embedded
customer base (“telecom subscribers”) to third-parties (Google, Apple, etc.) that employ predatory
business practices supported by exploitive terms of use.
According to my research, telecom providers and numerous third-parties are exploiting the telecom
subscriber (“paying customer”) at the expense of the telecom subscriber and/or authorized device
user’s (spouse, child, employee, etc.) privacy while the subscriber is expected to pay the bills.
The fact is I’m not against data mining for profits nor I’m not against companies such as AT&T, T-Mobile,
Verizon, Sprint, Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Samsung. I just expect transparency from the companies I
patronize with my loyalty, trust, and hard earned money.
I don’t expect companies I patronize with my loyalty, trust, and hard earned money to exploit me or my
family at the expense of our privacy by way of deceptive trade practices. As a matter of fact, I expect my
telecom providers (AT&T & T-Mobile) to protect me and my family from companies that employ
predatory and exploitive business practices.
I just want these companies to be transparent about their surveillance and data acquisition business
practices.
I also want these companies to explain why application permission statements, application product
warnings, and interactive app permissions are not published in product and services terms of use. In
other words, why are companies such as Google, Apple, & Microsoft misleading consumers and
parents?
Government Failure & Child Privacy Concerns
The fact is our government has failed us. Most notably the FCC and FTC due to the fact that they are not
providing any oversight when it comes to predatory surveillance and data mining business practices
supported by exploitive terms of use.
There seems to be no government oversight protecting citizens, children, and businesses from:


Addictive, exploitive, and predatory app driven products and services.
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Intrusive installed technology, intrusive third-party apps, deceptive trade practices, and
exploitive terms of use.



Predatory online content providers or predatory connected product providers.



Addictive technology such as the fact that apps are designed to addict the user to their app
driven connected device (reference Time Well Spent- Tristan Harris).

Look at any connected product ad and you will realize that telecom and connected product providers
are selling a digital form of a narcotic in which the user is addicted to their app driven device. Like
drinking and driving, there are real safety issues that need to be addressed regarding distractive driving
and walking.
Look around at people today and they look like zombies roaming the face of the earth with their full
attention focused on the screen in their hand.
This digital addiction is bad enough for adults but for Children this is devastating to their communication
skills, emotional health, and their safety.
One example of Govt. failure is the fact that the FTC’s Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule
(“COPPA”) only applies to children under the age of 13.
According to the documentary, Terms and Conditions May Apply (2013), Silicon Valley lobbyist were
successful in lobbying congressional leaders into lawfully enabling children ages 13 - 17 to accept
intrusive and exploitive online terms of use.
The fact a child from the age of 13 to 17 can accept predatory online terms of use is insane to say the
least.
This means our children are growing up in a world that is much more intrusive than George Orwell could
have predicted. This is why we need govt. oversight ASAP.
Time to Take Action!
It is time telecom providers, govt. officials, and elected officials take action to protect consumers. In
particular it is time parents, educators, and elected officials take action to protect the privacy of
children.
Furthermore, it is the number one responsibility of agencies such as the FCC and FTC to protect the
adults and children from predatory business practices especially predatory business practices centered
on addictive technology supported by the collection and use of surveillance and sensitive user data.
Not only do “Teens” need protecting but adult consumers as well considering the nebulous and
exploitive nature of the connected product business model.
Due to my research, I believe the connected product business model is predicated on deceptive trade
practices pertaining to hidden installed app permissions and app product warnings.
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I have escalated numerous examples of these deceptive trade practices to T-Mobile, Apple, the FCC, and
the FTC plus various state AG’s offices (Texas, California, Washington St.).
To date, all parties concerned have not addressed the deceptive trade violations I have escalated much
less the numerous cyber security threats I have escalated.
Harmful Use of Surveillance and Sensitive User Data- Paying Customers Have a Right to Transparency
In 2015, I filed a formal consumer complaint with the FCC against T-Mobile seeking transparency of
surveillance and data mining business practices employed by T-Mobile, Google, and Samsung plus their
respective business partners that included Facebook and BAIDU.
As a “Paying Customer”, I would like to know if all parties concerned are using, sharing, selling,
purchasing, and aggregating surveillance and sensitive user data in a manner that can bring harm to my
wife, children, myself, and/or my business.
“When did it become OK for a business not to address their customer’s questions and concerns with
specific answers especially when the customer provides hard data (Samsung Galaxy Note Terms of Use
and Application Analysis)?”
Other than the T-Mobile admission that app driven connected products are not private, T-Mobile never
addressed if the third-parties they describe as a “variety of parties” are using surveillance and sensitive
user data in a manner that can bring harm to my wife, children, myself, and/or my business.
I believe as a paying customer and a tax payer, Google, T-Mobile, Samsung, AT&T, Apple, the FCC, and
the FTC need to address my privacy concerns and questions plus address the numerous cyber security
threats and deceptive trade practices I have identified (Galaxy Note Analysis).
Deceptive trade practices includes the practice of separating installed application permissions and
product warnings from published terms of use.
Pending OS, installed app permissions and app product warnings can only be found in the OS of the
device within settings and/or an app manager.
Without knowing where to find the intrusive and exploitive legalese, it is impossible for a device user to
locate the installed app legalese.
T-Mobile Admission- Unanswered Questions and Concerns
Due to the nebulous T-Mobile admission (“a variety of parties collect and use information…”), there are
many unanswered questions and concerns that need to be addressed by the telecom industry,
connected product providers and govt. agencies.
Unanswered questions and concerns the telecom industry, connected product providers, and the govt.
should address are:


Indiscriminate surveillance and data acquisition business practices. Consumers (including
businesses and children) of connected products are exposing highly confidential personal and
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professional information to many global third-parties. In addition to privacy concerns, I believe
this is a cyber security risk as well as a national security risk our govt. needs to address ASAP.


“How come the FCC and FCT are enabling numerous entities the ability to conduct surveillance
on U.S. citizens while collecting surveillance and sensitive user data from telecom products and
services supported by protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC?”



“Why are installed application permission statements and app product warnings hidden in the
OS of the device and not published in product terms of use?”



“Is surveillance and sensitive user data being used, shared, sold, purchased, or aggregated in a
manner that can bring harm to the product owner (“paying customer”) and/or authorized
device user (spouse, children, employee, etc.)?”



“In light of T-Mobile’s admission, how come govt. officials, elected officials, and govt. agencies
such as the FTC and FCC are not addressing the numerous privacy concerns, cyber security
threats, and deceptive trade practices associated with app driven connected products and
services?”

At the end of the day I’m just a paying telecommunications subscriber who would like his privacy
concerns and questions to be addressed by the companies (T-Mobile, Samsung, Google, Apple, & AT&T)
I patronize with my loyalty, trust, and hard earned money.
I simply want to know if I’m paying for products and services that could inadvertently bring harm to my
wife, children, or myself. After all, who wants to be pay for an exploitive product that could bring harm
to the user?
Tips
It is a fact of life that children will need to use app driven connected technology. Below are some
helpful tips:
1. Keep your “Digital DNA” clean. I tell my kids to not do anything online or on an app driven
connected product that they will regret or could cause embarrassment.
2. Audit your child’s use. Don’t be afraid to conduct a usage and app audit with your children. Let
them know you are not invading their privacy but helping to protect them from harm.
3. Communicate and collaborate with other parents, educators, & children. It is important as a
society we discuss the topic of intrusive and predatory app driven connected technology and the
exploitive connected product business model.
4. Ask questions. Contact your telecom service provider and ask them why they are selling
intrusive and predatory technology.
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a. Discuss child privacy and safety concerns with your telecom providers.
b. Again, why is AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and Sprint exposing their paying customers to
companies that employ predatory and exploitive business practices?
5. Take Action. File complaints with your service providers as well as government agencies such as
the FTC & FCC:




FCC: https://www.fcc.gov/consumer-help-center-data
FTC: https://www.ftccomplaintassistant.gov/#&panel1Various State AG Offices: https://www.thespruce.com/find-a-state-attorney-generaloffice-3542885

6. Check out Tristian Harris’s site, Time Well Spent: http://www.timewellspent.io/ Take his and my
advice to unplug.
a. Here is a novel idea, play an unconnected game of monopoly with your children in the
privacy of your home. Just make sure all app driven connected products are powered
off.
There are many more questions and concerns that need to be addressed. Go to
www.TermsMayApply.com for free information (reports, articles, & news) and to learn how to take
action. Feel free to contact me, Rex M. Lee, at RLee@MySmartPrivacy.com
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